Abstract. Motivated by analytical methods in mathematical music theory, we determine the structure of the subgroup J of GL(3, Z12) generated by the three voicing reflections. We determine the centralizer of J in both GL(3, Z12) and the monoid Aff(3, Z12) of affine transformations, and recover a Lewinian duality for trichords containing a generator of Z12. We present a variety of musical examples, including Wagner's hexatonic Grail motive and the diatonic falling fifths as cyclic orbits, an elaboration of our earlier work with Satyendra on Schoenberg, String Quartet in D minor, op. 7, and an affine musical map of Joseph Schillinger. Finally, we observe, perhaps unexpectedly, that the retrograde inversion enchaining operation RICH (for arbitrary 3-tuples) belongs to the setwise stabilizer H in Σ3 J of root position triads. This allows a more economical description of a passage in Webern, Concerto for Nine Instruments, op. 24 in terms of a morphism of group actions. Some of the proofs are located in the Supplementary Material file, so that this main article can focus on the applications.
1. Introduction.
Motivation for transformational approaches in music theory.
A driving motivation for the investigation of group actions on musical spaces is their application to the analysis of temporally ordered sequences of musical objects. 1 The musical objects under consideration are thereby conceived of as elements or "points" in an underlying musical space S, and musical sequences are thought of as discrete trajectories (s 0 , s 1 , . . . , s n ) within this space, linked by group elements. Chord sequences, and in particular sequences of major and minor triads, constitute a central instance of group actions on musical spaces. The present paper in applied algebra determines the structure and properties of a certain matrix group J and its action on chords, and applies the findings in a variety of brief musical analyses. These applications also make use of permutation group theory to extend the analytical reach of J to many musical situations.
A central example of a musical space S is the collection of the 24 major and minor triads in a chromatic 12-tone system. The major and minor triads, also called consonant triads, can be encoded in various ways as its "points." We briefly sketch encodings of consonant triads since the rest of paper relies on this. As is usual in this area, we identify pitch classes with integers modulo 12 via the bijection C ↔ 0, C ↔ 1, . . . , and finally B ↔ 11. Consonant triads come in two types: major and minor. A major triad {r, r +4, r +7} ⊆ Z 12 is said to have root r, third r +4, and fifth r +7. The letter name of this major triad is the letter corresponding to the root r under the aforementioned bijection. Similarly, a minor triad {r, r + 3, r + 7} ⊆ Z 12 has root r, third r + 3, and fifth r + 7. The letter name of this minor triad is the letter corresponding to the root r. Major triads are indicated by capital letters, and minor triads are indicated by lowercase letters. A voicing of a triad corresponds to a selected ordering encoded as a 3-tuple (x, y, z) ∈ Z ×3 12 . To summarize, one can encode a triad in three possible ways: as an unordered subset {x, y, z} ⊆ Z 12 without voicing information, or as any of six ordered 3-tuples such as (x, y, z) ∈ Z
×3
12 to indicate voicing information, or as a pair (root name, mode) without voicing information.
The neo-Riemannian operations 2 P , L, and R are important involutions on the set of 24 major and minor chords, pioneered by David Lewin (1933 Lewin ( -2003 in [26] . The transformation P assigns the parallel major or minor chord; in other words, P lowers by one semitone the third of a major triad, and raises by one semitone the third of a minor triad. The leading tone exchange L lowers the root of a major triad by one semitone, and raises the fifth of a minor triad by one semitone. The transformation R assigns the relative major or minor chord; in other words, R raises by two semitones the fifth of a major triad, and lowers by two semitones the root of a minor triad. For example, we have Returning to our motivation begun in the first paragraph, the "transformational analyst" judiciously selects group actions G × S → S and seeks to interpret trajectories (s 0 , s 1 , . . . , s n ) within S via associated sequences (g 1 , . . . , g n ) of transformations g i ∈ G satisfying g i (s i−1 ) = s i , as pictured in the network below.
These networks are then themselves transformed and combined into larger networks that elucidate paradigmatic musical motions for the piece under investigation. The analyst thereby presupposes that the transformations in question are defined on the entire space S.
This global domain presupposition is crucial for the interpretation and evaluation of transformational analyses and needs to be understood in its radicality. In [26] , Lewin distinguished and compared two simply transitive actions on the consonant triads: one including global reflections (inversions) and the other including contextual reflections (inversions). 3 We illustrate the difference on consonant triads as unordered subsets of Z 12 for the moment. The interpretation of the e -minor triad {3, 6, 10} as a mirror image of the E -major triad {3, 7, 10} (across the axis in the middle of 3 and 10) has two natural extensions to the set of all consonant triads. Either one can apply the global reflection operation I 3+10 (x) = −x + 3 + 10 throughout to all the consonant triads, or one may apply the contextual reflection operation parallel P to all the consonant triads. In the definition of P , the contextual local reflection axis is selected so as to exchange the root and the fifth of the input chord, so that the input triad and the output triad overlap (as sets) in the root and the fifth. See (10) for a P formula that illustrates the local reflection axis determined by the exchange of x and z. The transformation P has, therefore, been characterized as a contextual inversion. The precondition to "know" the effect of a transformation on the entire space can be satisfied in both cases through homogeneity assumptions about the underlying pitch class space. This allows, on the one hand, for the definition of pitch class inversions and transpositions. On the other hand, in the case of the contextual transformations, one could speak of an isotropy principle, i.e., a uniformity assumption about the collection of the contextual reflection axes. The two other contextual inversions of consonant triads defined via common tone retention, leading tone exchange L, and relative R are recalled in section 2 and formulas (11) and (12) . The benefit of the contextual inversions P , L, and R over the global reflections I n is that P , L, and R capture paradigmatic musical motions such as common tone retention and parsimonious voice leading, while the global reflections I n do not.
For an example of transformational interpretations that illustrate the difference between global reflections and contextual reflections, consider a hexatonic cycle of Cohn [7] : (1) E , e , C , b, G, g.
This progression is in measures 586-618 of Schubert, Piano Trio No. 2 in E major, op. 100, 1st Movement; see the reduction by Cohn [9, page 215] . There are (at least) two possible grouptheoretic interpretations of the hexatonic cycle (1), one involving the alternating application of neo-Riemannian P and L operations and the other involving the componentwise global reflection operations I 1 , I 9 , and I 5 , where I n (x) := −x + n. The transformations P and L are described in more detail in section 2.
Notice that each occurrence of P has a different reflection axis, as does each occurrence of L. What unifies these P -occurrences is the alignment of the contextual reflection axes perpendicularly to the fifth interval of the respective triads. Similarly, the L-occurrences have in common the perpendicular alignment of the reflection axes and the minor thirds; see Figure 1 where the fifths are orange, the thirds are gray, and the reflection axes are dotted. 4 The hexatonic cycle (1), with C enharmonically identified with B, has been reconsidered by Clampitt after Cohn in a hexatonic analysis [4] of a particular variation of the Grail motive in Parsifal, Act 3, measures 1098-1100. The exact chord progression in (1) and (2) is not in the Grail motive; rather the Grail network has P LP followed by L, followed by P LP . We realize the Grail network via a single transformation in section 4.1. Some mathematical background for [4] was recently worked out in [2] .
What is the music-analytical intention behind the transformational approach? Critics sometimes see a kind of useless bookkeeping in the activity of labelling chord progressions through transformations. In fact, if the chosen group action is simply transitive, the analytical activity is suspiciously easygoing: there are as many musical objects as there are transformations available, and for any ordered pair (s, s ) of objects there is a unique transformation g sending s to s = g(s). The transformational interpretation of the trajectories is thus completely determined as soon as a simply transitive group action is selected. To persuade the critics and oneself about the benefit of a transformational analysis, the musictheoretically crucial condition that the effect of a transformation must be "known" on the entire space must not be carelessly neglected in the mere bookkeeping of labels. Furthermore, there should be an economy of description involved. The more chord successions exemplify the same transformation, the better.
For instance, let us reconsider the hexatonic cycle (1) in light of "economy of description" to motivate Julian Hook's notion of uniform triadic transformation in [21] . Notice that description (2) is more economical than description (3) because (2) only utilizes the two transformations P and L, while (3) utilizes the three transformations I 1 , I 9 , and I 5 . Alternating orbits under groups with two generators, such as the alternating P L-orbit in (2), have been 
(1) As a network of global reflections I1, I9, and I5. (2) As a network of contextual reflections P and L. The triangles represent the adjacent consonant triads. The six clock face diagrams depict the occurrences of the global reflections I1, I9, and I5, each of which occurs twice in the cycle. The reflection axes for I1, I9, and I5 do not depend on the input. The reflection axes for P and L do depend on the input: the reflection axis of P is perpendicular to the orange fifth of the input chord, while the reflection axis of L is perpendicular to the gray third of the input chord.
coined flip-flop cycles by Clough in [6] . Is it possible to make an even more economical description of the hexatonic cycle with only a single transformation? More precisely, is it possible to define a single transformation which on major triads acts as P and on minor triads acts as L as in (2)? Hook answers affirmatively with the uniform triadic transformation −, 0, 8 . The minus sign indicates the transformation reverses mode, the 0 indicates that a major input is not shifted before reversing mode, and the 8 indicates that a minor input is shifted by 8 before reversing mode. The flip-flop cycle (2) is thereby turned into an orbit of a cyclic Downloaded 10/17/19 to 52.11.211.149. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php transformation group. 5 The group U of uniform triadic transformations with its 288 elements is much larger than the 24 element P LR-group, so there is a tradeoff between the economy of description and the size of the presupposed transformation group. The 288 uniform triadic transformations cannot act simply transitively on the set of 24 consonant triads, so U is not a "transposition group" in Lewin's sense. In our follow-up paper [15] , we argue that Hook's group U occupies a quite natural position within the theoretical perspective of the present approach, via a linear representation constructed from J and the permutation (1 3). The matrix group J is the main object of study in the present paper, and will be defined momentarily, and again in more detail in section 3.1.
Lewin [26] often positioned his analytical discourse in another 288-element group, namely in the group PETEY generated by the union of the "atonal" 6 T /I-group and the contextual P LR-group. 7 Using these two competing kinds of transformations in tandem, he typically provides instructive arguments in the spirit of an economy of description principle within this chosen context.
Another issue is implicitly related to the tradeoff between the economy of description and the group size, namely the desired amount of sensitivity or insensitivity of a transformation with respect to perception and compositional logics. In some situations an analyst may wish to differentiate between two perceptually distinguishable chord relations in terms of different transformations. In other situations he or she may wish to express their logical relatedness in terms of one single transformation. See also the antepenultimate paragraph of section 2, and its preceding paragraph. So far, for consonant triads encoded as ordered 3-tuples in Z 12 (bass, tenor, soprano), we have discussed two kinds of reflection (inversion): the global reflection operations I n , and the contextual reflection operations P , L, and R. The present paper studies a third kind of reflection, called voicing reflection. In a voicing reflection, the local axis of reflection is determined by the tones in two preselected voices. For instance, the voicing reflections U, V, W ∈ SL(3, Z 12 ) are defined by the exchange of two voices as follows: (4) U (x, y, z) := I x+y (x, y, z) = (y, x, −z + x + y) bass and tenor exchanged, (5) V (x, y, z) := I y+z (x, y, z) = (−x + y + z, z, y) tenor and soprano exchanged,
W (x, y, z) := I z+x (x, y, z) = (z, −y + x + z, x) bass and soprano exchanged. 5 Clough remarks "There is a tension between these two readings of a uniform flip-flop circle, one as a chain of paired involutions and the other as a chain of repeated one-way transformations. Which approach is preferable? The answer, I think, depends on one's objectives, and one's perceptions in a particular musical context." See [6, page 36] . 6 The action of the T /I-group on the collection of all pitch-class sets (the power set of Z12) is the classificatory paradigm of the so-called atonal set theory. Therefore, we use the adjective "atonal" to allude to this paradigm. What matters for the present paper is that the T /I-group acts on pitch-class sets in a noncontextual way: This action on pitch-class sets is inherited from the T /I-action on the 12 pitch classes. 7 The T /I-group and P LR-group commute with one another, are both of order 24, and have only two elements in common: the identity and Q6 = T6. Consequently, the T /I-group and the P LR-group together generate a group of order (24 × 24)/2 = 288, called PETEY. See section 2.
In section 3 we study the group J generated by U , V , and W and its extension by permutations.
Let us consider the similarities and differences between the global reflection I 1 , the contextual reflection P , and the voicing reflection W . 12 . In each of them the 144 voicings of the consonant triads are depicted as dots. Each black dot represents (a voicing of ) a major triad, and each gray dot represents (a voicing of ) a minor triad. The red dot is E in root position (3, 7, 10) , and the blue dot is e -minor in dualistic root position voicing (10, 6, 3) . The edges are drawn as plain lines, omitting the arrowheads, since all three transformations are involutions.
Recall that to compute the parallel contextual reflection P on a consonant triad (x, y, z), we look inside the chord to find the two tones p and q that span a perfect fifth, and then compute 8 P (x, y, z) := I p+q (x, y, z). Here we select p, q from x, y, z, no matter their location. In W , on the other hand, the inversion I x+z is determined by the first and third entries x and z, no matter which interval they span.
On root position E -major (3, 7, 10) , all three I 1 , P , and W coincide to give e -minor with voicing (10, 6, 3) . On E -major in any position, we see that I 1 and P will coincide, but that they will differ from W as soon as the first and last positions do not contain the pitch classes spanning the perfect fifth. For instance, P (3, 10, 7) = I 1 (3, 10, 7) = (10, 3, 6) = e -minor, W (3, 10, 7) = I 3+7 (3, 10, 7) = (7, 0, 3) = c-minor.
Notice that the voicing does not effect the underlying unordered set of the P output, but the voicing greatly effects the underlying unordered set of the W output. On inputs where the perfect fifth does not sum to 1, the transformations I 1 and P differ. For instance, The transformations W and P agree only when the first and last positions contain the two pitch classes spanning a perfect fifth.
See Figure 2 for a comparison of the graphs of I 1 , P , and W on all 144 ordered consonant triads.
Motivational
Problembeispiel . We motivate the mathematical questions and answers of the present paper with a new viewpoint on Straus' interpretation of Webern, Concerto for Nine Instruments, op. 24, Second Movement [29, pages 57-61] . Using the usual encoding of pitch classes as integers modulo 12 and 3-pitch sequences as 3-tuples of such, we horizontally list in Figure 3 the enchained sequences of measures 15-21 and 22-27 in the order they occur in the score. 9 Consecutive interlocking 3-note sequences are connected by the RICH transformation, which is an acronym for retrograde inversion enchaining introduced by Lewin in [26] and first described in [24] . The RICH transformation assigns to a pitch class sequence the reversed reflection whose first two numbers are the last two numbers of the input (compare Figure 3) .
Straus implements the RICH transformation of Figure 3 with two transformations he calls "L" and "P " that do not consider the ordering. The definitions of "L" and "P " are complex, as the 3-note sequences of Figure 3 are not consonant, and one must make some arbitrary conventions and refer to prime forms to make a definition analogous to neo-Riemannian L and P . However, the analogy with neo-Riemannian L and P ends quickly, because the standard 8 Recall that Ip+q : Z12 → Z12 is the unique global reflection that exchanges p and q. neo-Riemannian P L-cycle has an underlying hexatonic set covered by a cycle of six chords, whereas the two (incomplete) cycles of Figure 3 have underlying octatonic sets, each covered by a cycle of eight chords. Simply replacing "L" by "R" to instead make an analogy with the neo-Riemannian octatonic P R-cycles does not solve the problem: no matter which labelling convention one chooses, a reordering of the 3-note sequences will lead to a clash with standard neo-Riemannian notations, as we can discover using Table 1 of section 3.2.
In this paper we instead propose using voicing transformations U , V , and W as defined in formulas (4), (5), and (6), in combination with permutations such as (13) . Our usage of (13)V for RICH in Figure 3 respects ordering, is immediately defined in terms of a straightforward formula without consonant connotations, and offers an economy of description with one transformation instead of two. Moreover, we know that (13)V commutes with affine transformations such as x − 2 by Proposition 3.6.1.
We have arrived at the following questions, which we solve in the present paper.
• What is the structure of the group J generated by the voicing reflections U , V , and W globally defined on Z Moreover, in doing this replacement, under which conditions can we retain an affine map as a morphism, as with x − 2 in Figure 3 ? • How can we recover known duality theorems?
• Is RICH an element of H, the setwise stabilizer of root position triads in Σ 3 J ?
Outline of contents.
To keep the article self-contained, and to motivate the algebraic structures under investigation, we begin in section 2 with a rapid review of the neo-Riemannian transformations P , L, R, their dihedral group, their presentation in terms of Schritts and Wechsels, the duality between the P LR-group and the T /I-group, and the structure of the group they generate together. We clarify the difference between two possible extensions of P , L, R: as contextual inversions via local permutation conjugation like in [16, 17] and as discussed above, or as voicing reflections W , V , and U , which is the main subject of the present paper. In section 2 we also foreshadow a normal form result and the connection to uniform triadic transformations in [15] by comparing RL to U V and writing it as a uniform triadic transformation.
Section 3 is an extensive study of the structure of the group J generated by the voicing reflections U , V , and W . We first explain how J restricts to six different P LR-groups on the various consonant orbits, and how each single voicing reflection restricts twice to three different P , L, R transformations. Our first main result is Structure Theorem 3.3.2, which specifies relations between the generators of J , gives a normal form for elements of J together with Schritt-Wechsel type formulae, and identifies J as a semidirect product Z 2 (Z 12 × Z 12 ). Matrix representations for the normal form are in Remark 3.3.6. We proceed to find the center of J and the centralizers of J in GL(3, Z 12 ), M (3, Z 12 ), Aff(3, Z 12 ), and Aff × (3, Z 12 ) in Propositions 3.4.1, 3.5.1, and 3.6.1. In sections 3.8 and 3.9 we bring permutations into the picture: Proposition 3.8.2 identifies the subgroup of GL(3, Z 12 ) generated by permutations Σ 3 and J as the semidirect product Σ 3 J , while section 3.9 distinguishes various relevant subgroups of Σ 3 J and their important orbits. Proposition 3.9.1 shows that RICH is in H. Section 3.10 presents the traces of normal form elements of Σ 3 J , as determined by a computer.
Section 4 presents a variety of musical examples and consequences of the foregoing results on J and Σ 3 . Section 4.1 finds four elements of Σ 3 J that realize the flip-flop cycle P LP , L from Wagner's Grail motive in Parsifal. In section 4.2 we revisit our earlier work with Satyendra [17] on Schoenberg, String Quartet in D minor, op. 7 and include a viola passage via (13)L, map the result on a P R-cycle and a P L-cycle, and offer a more economical description in terms of (13)V . In section 4.3 we continue with our work on Schoenberg to illustrate how Proposition 3.6.1 provides morphisms of generalized interval systems. In section 4.4 we remark that the present paper is valid not only for Z 12 but for any Z n . In particular Theorem 3.3.2 applies to Z 7 , and we realize a diatonic falling fifths sequence via a linear transformation. Another interesting mod 7 example is in section 4.5, where we further specify Schillinger's M 2 map between Rimsky-Korsakov's Hymn to the Sun and Youmann's Without a Song. Section 4.6 applies the commutativity Proposition 3.6.1 to recover the classical Lewinian duality of P LR and T /I as well as the special cases of pitch-class segment duality [18] needed in the analysis [17] of Schoenberg, String Quartet in D minor, op. 7.
In the conclusion, section 5, we revisit the Problembeispiel of section 1.2 and recall the more economical description in terms of the element RICH=(13)V in H, also utilizing the centralizer results of Proposition 3.6.1.
Related work of Rachel Hall.
Hall's contribution [20] made initial advances in the study of voicing transformations. Her work is motivated 10 by [18] . We acknowledge several aspects of her considerations as a groundwork for our own investigations. For reasons presented above we do not use Hall's proposed term linear contextual transformations. Unlike our investigations of transformations on the discrete space Z ×3 12 , Hall [20] studies certain continuous linear transformations on R n and makes a connection to the work of Callender, Quinn, Tymoczko [1] and Tymoczko [30] . Concerning the mathematical findings, none of the theorems in our present paper is contained in [20] . Hall already noticed the representability of Hook's UTT-group in terms of voicing transformations in her section 5.5. We elaborate this finding in several regards.
In [20, Definition 3.1], Hall defines the linear contextual group C n to be the group of invertible linear maps R n → R n that commute with transposition and inversion, and induce well-defined linear transformations on the quotient R n /(12Z) n . On page 112, she characterizes this group as the discrete group of invertible matrices with integer entries which fix the vector 1 = (1, 1, . . . , 1) of all 1's.
With respect to the basis
the elements of C n have a very nice form indicated in (3.2) on page 113 of her paper, which then leads to an isomorphism of C n with the group of affine linear maps Z n−1 → Z n−1 ; see [20, Theorem 3.1] . She proposes an encoding of C n as elements a, A with a ∈ Z n−1 and A ∈ GL(n − 1, Z). In section 5, she discusses how familiar transformations can be encoded in this way, such as contextual transpositions, retrograde, and uniform triadic transformations. In Table 1 on page 117, Hall describes various subgroups of C n and their semidirect product structures.
2. Recollection of the neo-Riemannian P LR-group. The neo-Riemannian P LR-group is the algebraic point of departure for the present investigation. The original and authoritative source is Lewin's pioneering book [26] . A recent exposition of the neo-Riemannian P LR-group and its duality with the T /I-group can be found in [10] . See also Fiore and Satyendra [18] for an extension to n-tuples satisfying a tritone condition. Hook also treats the duality in [21] .
The neo-Riemannian operations P , L, and R are involutions on the set of 24 major and minor chords. The bijection P assigns the parallel major or minor chord. The bijection L is the leading tone exchange, which lowers the root of a major chord by a half step and raises the fifth of a minor chord by a half step. The bijection R assigns the relative major or minor chord. For example, we have
Musical motivation for these three transformations of consonant triads is the boundary condition that input/output chords overlap in two pitches (or pitch classes) while the third pitch (or pitch class) moves by a minimal amount. How can major/minor chords and these operations be mathematized so that no musictheoretical considerations are needed to compute them? We apply the methods of [18] . Consider the set S of certain 3-tuples with entries in Z 12 , namely the set S which consists of the 12 major chords in root position (r, r + 4, r + 7), r ∈ Z 12 , and the 12 minor chords in reversed root position
The bijections P, L, R : S → S, called parallel, leading tone exchange, and relative, are formulaically defined on the set S by
R(x, y, z) = (y, x, −z + x + y).
These formulas are only valid on the set S, not on consonant triads in other orderings. The subgroup of Sym(S) generated by the involutions P , L, and R is called the neo-Riemannian P LR-group or simply P LR-group. It acts simply transitively on S, it is dihedral of order 24, and it is generated by L and R without P , in fact P = R(LR) 3 . To obtain a common dihedral presentation, one can take a = LR and b = L; see [10, Theorem 5.1]. Each of P , L, and R has order 2, as we quickly see from the formulas (7), (8) , and (9). The composite RL has order 12, it adds 7 to each major triad and subtracts 7 from each minor triad, and preserves mode. As a uniform triadic transformation on abstract triads, RL would be notated as +, 7, −7 . We also see this uniform behavior when we consider RL as the restriction of U V in section 3.1 to S and consider the formula U V (x, y, z) = (x, y, z) + (z − x) from Theorem 3.3.2(5). Namely, on a major triad in S, we have (z − x) = 7 but on a minor triad in S we have (z − x) = −7. This highlights the importance of using ordered tuples in the algebraic formulation of P , L, and R.
Similarly, LR has order 12, as it is the inverse 11 of RL. The composites P L and LP have order 3, while P R and RP have order 4.
The involutions P , L, and R on S are contextual inversions in that they reflect chords across an axis that is determined by the input chord, rather than across a preselected axis for 11 Recall that R and L have order 2, so the standard inversion formula (ab) −1 = b −1 a −1 in a group implies the inverse of RL is LR. Alternatively, he have the computations (RL)(LR) = R(LL)R = RR = Id and (LR)(RL) = L(RR)L = LL = Id. The inverse of P L is LP and the inverse of P R is RP , by similar arguments.
all chords. As a consequence, P , L, and R, and so also the entire P LR-group, commute with the transposition and inversion operations Z 12 → Z 12 acting componentwise on 3-tuples.
These 24 transposition and inversion operations form the so-called T /I-group. The slash in the name T /I-group does not indicate any kind of quotient. Lewinian duality is the theorem that the P LR-group and the T /I-group centralize each other in Sym(S) and both act simply transitively on S.
The relationship between P , L, R on S and ordinary inversions I n is
R(x, y, z) = I x+y (x, y, z).
These formulas are only valid on the set S, not on consonant triads in other orderings. In the left side of Figure 4 we illustrate formulas (10) and (11) by revisiting the hexatonic cycle discussed in section 1.1, but now using the ordered triads in S. There are two types of elements in the P LR-group: Schritts and Wechsels. 12 The Schritt subgroup in the P LR-group consists of the 12 Schritt bijections Q n (s) = s + n if s is a major triad, s − n if s is a minor triad, s ∈ S, n ∈ Z 12 .
The other 12 elements of the P LR-group are called Wechsels. The bijections P , L, and R are examples of Wechsels. The 12 Wechsels form a coset of the Schritt subgroup, so any single Wechsel can be written in the following three ways (and many more ways):
for appropriate i, j, and k in Z 12 . A key relationship between Schritts and Wechsels is Q 7 = RL, as remarked after (7), (8), and (9). The Schritt-Wechsel description of the P LRgroup also allows us to see that Q 6 = T 6 is the only nontrivial element in the intersection of the T /I-group and P LR-group in Sym(S). The facts that the T /I-group and P LR-group commute with one another and are both dihedral of order 24 allow us to find the structure of the group PETEY generated by their union. 13 Consider the following surjective group homomorphism:
Its kernel is {Id S , (T 6 , Q 6 )}, so by the First Isomorphism Theorem
where D 24 = a, b | a 12 = 1, b 2 = 1, bab = a −1 , and PETEY has 288 = (24 × 24)/2 elements. What are the results of the present paper in relation to the foregoing review of the P LRgroup? The present paper studies the naive extension of P , L, and R defined on S to linear functions W , V , and U defined on all of Z ×3 12 via the formulas (4), (5), (6) . We call W , V , and U naive extensions because they are not proper extensions to contextually defined inversions. Namely, W (0, 4, 7) = (7, 3, 0) but W (4, 7, 0) = (0, 9, 4); that is, W acts on root position C-major as P , but W acts on "closed first inversion" C-major as R, not exactly consistent behavior from a neo-Riemannian point of view. In anticipation of section 3, the right side of Figure 4 illustrates the benefit of this point of view. The composition of the voicing transformation V with the voice permutation (13) allows the reinterpretation of a flip-flop cycle in terms of a purely cyclic orbit, and thereby it realizes a proposal 14 by Clough [6] through a voicing transformation. Which is the better interpretation: a flip-flop cycle or an actual cycle? Clough [6, page 46] remarks "I would subscribe to the view that the various groups bring to light diverse musical perspectives, and we can appreciate, even savor, the tensions among these, feeling no need to select any particular approach as absolutely preferred." See also our paragraph in section 1.1 that motivates Hook's notion of uniform triadic transformation via the reinterpretation of the hexatonic cycle (1) as an orbit of the single transformation −, 0, 8 , and see also footnote 5.
We subscribe to Clough's attitude also with respect to the voicing transformations: none of the two transformational interpretations of a flip-flop cycle deserves to be preferred over the other unconditionally. The analyst may deliberate about whether the two transformations (13)L and (13)P emphasize the difference between two types of root motion or whether one transformation (13)V emphasizes the common voice leading mechanics behind both voicing types.
Returning to our point that the present paper studies the naive extension of P , L, and R defined on S to linear functions W , V , and U defined on all of Z [17] to extend P to all permutations of major and minor chords via local conjugation. For instance, on (1 2 3)S we define P to be (1 2 3)P (1 2 3) −1 . We prefer to call such extensions of P , L, and R via local conjugation contextual reflections or contextual inversions, and to call W , V , and U voicing reflections. The extension of P , L, and R to contextual reflections via local conjugation is the same as the following. Consider a consonant triad (x, y, z) in any order. To compute P (x, y, z), we look inside the chord to find the two tones p, q among x, y, z that span a perfect fifth, and then compute P (x, y, z) := I p+q (x, y, z). To compute L(x, y, z), we look inside the chord to find the two tones p, q among x, y, z that span a minor third, and then compute L(x, y, z) := I p+q (x, y, z). To compute R(x, y, z), we look inside the chord to find the two tones p, q among x, y, z that span a major third, and then compute R(x, y, z) := I p+q (x, y, z).
14 In [6, pages 35-36], Clough defines and classifies circular graphs of alternating major and minor chords (flipflop circles) and compares two interpretations as orbits under certain group actions: graphs with double sided arrows correspond to a group generated by two involutions (Wechsels), while clockwise (or counterclockwise) directed one-sided arrows correspond to a cyclic group with one generator. He mentions three authors who implicitly or explicitly contributed earlier to this line of thought: Lewin [25] , Kochavi [23] , and Hook [21, 22] . In reference to Figure 2 .14 on page 35 of [6] , where an R-L-orbit on all 24 consonant triads is labelled in two ways, Clough remarks "As shown outside the circle, the alternating Wechsels are W4 and W9, equated with L and R, respectively. Can we conceive such a circle as being generated by a single transformation? Jonathan Kochavi proposed that we can; following Kochavi all we need to do in the case of Figure 2 .14 is to specify that, proceeding clockwise, major triads are transformed by L (or, more fussily, by an L-like transformation, since L gives up its involutional status in this application) and minor triads by R; or counterclockwise, by R and L, respectively. In the notation of Julian Hook we write −, 4, 3 , as shown on Figure 2 .14, where the minus sign denotes change of mode and the numbers 4 and 3 represent the intervals of transposition applied, respectively, to major triad roots and minor triad roots when moving to the next triad clockwise. Or we can write −, 9, 8 , the inverse of −, 4, 3 , to represent uniform counterclockwise motion about the same circle. These two transformations are, by the way, identical to Lewin's MED and SUBM transformations, conceived in a rather different setting."
The geometry behind the P LR-group, in the form of the Tonnetz, its dual, and related structures, has been studied and exposed in many places, for instance, Catanzaro [3] , Clough [5] , Cohn [8] , Douthett and Steinbach [11] , Crans, Fiore, and Satyendra [10] , Gollin [19] , and Waller [31] . Extensions of the commutativity between P LR and T /I have been studied by Peck [27] .
3. The group J and its extension Σ 3 J . The review of the P LR-group in section 2 motivates our definition of the group J as generated by the voicing reflections U , V , and W .
3.1. Definition of J via generators U , V , and W . We extend the formulas (7), (8), (9) on major and minor triads to all of Z ×3 12 to define linear automorphisms U , V , and W , each having the form of switching two coordinates and adding their sum to the inverse of the third. In other words, U , V , and W are voicing reflections, where the axis of reflection is determined by the input 3-tuple.
U (x, y, z) := J 1,2 (x, y, z) := I x+y (x, y, z) = (y, x, −z + x + y), V (x, y, z) := J 2,3 (x, y, z) := I y+z (x, y, z) = (−x + y + z, z, y), W (x, y, z) := J 3,1 (x, y, z) := I z+x (x, y, z) = (z, −y + x + z, x).
We identify U , V , and W with their matrix representations as elements of the general linear group GL(3, Z 12 ):
Definition 3.1.1 (definition of J ). Let J be the subgroup of GL(3, Z 12 ) that is generated by U , V , and W .
Notice that the determinant of each of U , V , and W is 1, so that J is actually a subgroup of the special linear group SL(3, Z 12 ).
3.2. Consonant orbits of J . As a first step in understanding the group J , we may consider its action on the 144 arbitrarily ordered consonant triads in Z ×3 12 , find their orbits, and determine the restriction of J to the individual orbits.
Consider the six T /I-orbits of the six reorderings of the C-major chord (0, 4, 7). Each of the three generators U , V , W of J preserves these six T /I-orbits because U , V , W act locally as P , L, or R (exactly which of U , V , W restricts to P , L, or R depends on to which of the six T /I-orbits we are restricting). Each generator of J restricts twice to P , L, and R operations on the six T /I-orbits, as Table 1 indicates.
Thus, the restriction of J to the T /I-orbit of any reordering of (0, 4, 7) is a copy of the P LR-group and acts simply transitively, so we see that the consonant orbits of J are precisely the T /I-orbits of the six permutations of (0, 4, 7). However, the restriction of J to any of its six consonant orbits has a nontrivial kernel. For instance, (W V ) 3 is a nontrivial element of the kernel of the restriction to the orbit of (0, 4, 7). Namely, (W V ) 3 on the orbit of (0, 4, 7) is (P L) 3 = Id according to Table 1 , but (W V ) 3 is itself nontrivial because on the orbit of (4, 7, 0) it is (RP ) 3 = Id according to Table 1 . The kernel of any of the six restriction homomorphisms Table 1 This table indicates how the J -generators U , V, and W act on the T /I-orbits of the C-major triad in its six voicings. The C-major voicings are read from top to bottom as bass, tenor, soprano, as throughout this paper. This convention is compatible with the mathematical transpose of (bass, tenor, soprano), but unfortunately conflicts with the vertical ordering of the musical staff. 
r i : J → Sym(cons. orbit) has 12 elements, since
The restriction of J to the six T /I-orbits of the reorderings of (0, 4, 7) is a group homomorphism comp : J → (P LR-group) ×6 which on generators is given by the bottom three rows of Table 1. 3.3. The structure of J . (e) The U -conjugation of (U V ) m and (U W ) n is inversion:
2. Every element of J can be written uniquely in the form
where k = 0, 1 and m, n = 0, 1, . . . , 11.
Downloaded 10/17/19 to 52.11.211.149. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php 3. The group J has order 288. 4. The group J is the internal semidirect product U U V, U W and so is isomorphic to the semidirect product Z 2 (Z 12 × Z 12 ) where Z 2 acts on Z 12 × Z 12 via additive inversion. 5. The elements of J in the normal form of (13) act as follows:
6. For completeness, we also observe
and V W has order 12.
Proof.
(a)
The computations U 2 = V 2 = W 2 = Id are straightforward.
(b) To see that U V has order 12, notice that U V (x, y, z) is the addition of (z − x) to each component,
(here we use Convention 3.3.1). Thus, an application of U V to the outcome of (14) will similarly add the difference of the third and first components of (14), which is also the addition of z − x,
so that (U V ) 2 (x, y, z) is the addition of (z − x) twice to each component. By induction, we have
so that (U V ) 12 = Id. The order of U V is not smaller than 12, for instance evaluating on (1, 3, 2) shows (U V ) m (1, 3, 2) = (1, 3, 2) for m = 1, . . . , 11 by (15), so U V now has order 12.
To see that U W also has order 12, we similarly observe that U W (x, y, z) is the addition of (z − y) to each component (14) and (16) we see that both
are the addition of (z − x) + (z − y) to each component of (x, y, z). (e) Both U and V have order 2, so
Since U , V , and W each have order 2, any element of U, V, W is a word in the letters U , V , and W in which no two consecutive letters are the same. We first observe that length 1 words, i.e., the generators, can be put into the form (13) . Clearly U can, and we use V = U (U V ) and W = U (U W ) for the other two generators.
We next describe how to transform a word of length 2 or more into the form (13) by converting two letters at a time (starting on the far right) into products of powers of U V and U W . Consider a word in U , V , and W in which no two consecutive letters are the same and in which there are two or more letters. If the two far right letters are U V or U W , then we leave them as is. If they are V U or W U , then we replace them by (U V ) 11 or (U W ) 11 , respectively. If they are V W , then we rewrite V W as
Similarly, if they are W V , we rewrite W V as (U W ) 11 (U V ). Thus, in all of the possible cases, we have rewritten the two far right letters of the word as a product of powers of U V and U W . We similarly treat the third and fourth letters from the right, and so on, moving pairwise from right to left, until either no letters are left, or only one letter remains. If the remaining far left letter is U , then we are done. If the remaining far left letter is V , then we rewrite it as U (U V ). If the remaining far left letter is W , then we rewrite it as U (U W ).
We have now achieved U k followed by products of powers of U V and U W . Finally, we use the facts that U V and U W commute and have order 12 to move the U V 's left towards U k and the U W 's right, and bring the resulting word into the form (13) . Next is uniqueness of the decomposition (13) . We claim U V ∩ U W = {Id}. From (15) we know (U V ) m (x, y, z) is the addition of m(z − x) in each component, and from (17) we know (U W ) n (x, y, z) is the addition of n(z − y) in each component. To distinguish (U V ) m and (U W ) m we evaluate on (1, 2, 3). To distinguish (U V ) m and (U W ) n for m = n with 0 ≤ m, n ≤ 11, we evaluate on (1, 1, 2). Hence, U V ∩ U W = {Id}, and as a consequence of the commutativity of U V and U W , we see U V, U W is an internal direct product of U V and U W , and isomorphic to Z 12 × Z 12 .
We also claim U / ∈ U V, U W . From the already proved statements 1.(b) and 1.(d) of the present theorem, U V, U W ∼ = Z 12 × Z 12 , so the only elements of order 2 in U V, U W are (U V ) 6 , (U W ) 6 , and (U V ) 6 (U W ) 6 . We can distinguish all these from U on (0, 0, 1) using (15) and (17), and the proof of statement 1. For the uniqueness, suppose
r for some k, p equal to 0 or 1 and some m, n, q, r equal to 0, . . . , or 11.
so that k = p, m = q, and n = r. 3. This immediately follows from statement 2. of the present theorem. 4. The 144-element group U V, U W has index 2 in J , so it is normal. From the unique decomposition in (13) we have U ∩ U V, U W = {Id} and J = U U V, U W as sets. Finally, J = U U V, U W as groups. The conjugation action of U on U V, U W is inversion by statement 1.(e) of the present theorem. 5. The first equation follows from (15) and (17) . The second equation is an application of U to the first equation, using linearity and U (c, c, c) = (c, c, c). 6. From the commutativity of U V and U W and statement 5. of the present theorem, we have
This completes the proof of the Structure Theorem for J . ∈ U V , U W . On the other hand, if is even, the only elements of order 2 in U V , U W are (U V ) /2 , (U W ) /2 , and (U V ) /2 (U W ) /2 . We can distinguish all these from U on (0, 0, 1) using the analogues of (15) and (17), and the proof of statement 1.(d):
So again U / ∈ U V , U W , and we have the Structure Theorem for J (Z ).
Corollary 3.3.4.
The group J has a presentation of the form
Proof. See section SM3 of the Supplementary Material file.
Remark 3.3.5 (J U P LR, T /I ). Although both J and U have order 288 and are semidirect products of Z 2 and Z 12 × Z 12 , they are not isomorphic, since the Z 2 action is different. In J , the Z 2 action is additive inversion on Z 12 × Z 12 , while in U, the Z 2 action exchanges the two copies of Z 12 .
The group generated by the union of the T /I-group and the P LR-group called PETEY also has order 288, but is isomorphic to neither J nor U. The structure of PETEY was discussed in section 2, and it consists of two copies of D 24 that commute with one another and nontrivially intersect in T 6 = Q 6 . The group PETEY is not isomorphic to J , since the center of PETEY is {Id, T 6 } while the center of J is a Klein 4-group by Proposition 3.4.1. The group PETEY is not isomorphic to U, since PETEY has no element of order 24, but U does, namely ((12), 0, 1) ∈ Z 2 (Z 12 × Z 12 ). 
See Remarks SM2.0.1, SM2.0.2, and SM2.0.3 in the Supplementary Material file for a discussion of the index of J in GL(3, Z 12 ) and SL(3, Z 12 ). 
More generally, if is even, then the center of J (Z ) is the Klein 4-group
with respective nontrivial matrices 
If is odd, then the center of J (Z ) is trivial. See Remark 3.3.3 for the definition of J (Z ) and its structure.
Downloaded 10/17/19 to 52.11.211.149. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php 3.5. The centralizer of J in GL(3, Z 12 ) is a product of Klein 4-groups. In Proposition 3.4.1 we found the center of J to be a Klein 4-group. Other elements of GL(3, Z 12 ) that commute with J are, of course, scalar multiplication with the units 1, 5, 7, 11 of Z 12 ; that is, the four diagonal matrices with a single unit in all diagonal entries commute with J . These four matrices also form a Klein 4-group, as 5, 7, and 11 all have multiplicative order 2. The center of J and these four matrices generate an internal direct product of two Klein 4-groups that commutes with J . We claim that the centralizer of J in GL(3, Z 12 ) consists of precisely these 16 matrices, and no more.
Further, we determine all not-necessarily-invertible matrices in M (3, Z 12 ) that commute with J . Proposition 3.5.1. The group centralizer of J in GL(3, Z 12 ) consists of the following 16 matrices with u = 1, 5, 7, 11 :
This abelian group is an internal direct product of the Klein 4-group of the indicated diagonal matrices and the Klein 4-group of the center of J from Proposition 3.4.1.
The monoid centralizer of J in the monoid of all matrices M (3, Z 12 ) consists of the 30 matrices with arbitrary u ∈ Z 12 given by
When u ∈ Z 12 is odd, these matrices take the form indicated above for u invertible. When u ∈ Z 12 is even, these four matrices coincide and are all simply diag(u).
3.6. The centralizer of J in Aff(3, Z 12 ). In [17, Theorem 3.2], we proved that U , V , and W commute 15 with the component-wise application of any affine map Z 12 → Z 12 . Next we can actually determine all affine endomorphisms of Z ×3 12 that commute with U , V , and W . Proposition 3.6.1. Let Aff(3, Z 12 ) denote the monoid of affine endomorphisms of Z ×3 12 and let Aff × (3, Z 12 ) denote its group of invertible elements. The monoid centralizer of J in Aff(3, Z 12 ) consists of those maps x → Ax + (q, q, q) where A is any of the 30 matrices in M (3, Z 12 ) that commute with J as determined in Proposition 3.5.1, and q ∈ Z 12 . In particular, the T /I-group commutes with J .
The centralizer of J in Aff × (3, Z 12 ) is isomorphic to the semidirect product of its centralizer in GL(3, Z 12 ) with Z 12 , where we consider Z 12 as embedded into Z ×3 12 via the "diagonal" embedding q → (q, q, q). The centralizer in GL(3, Z 12 ) was determined in Proposition 3.5.1.
3.7. Recollection of permutation matrices. We denote by Σ 3 the permutation group on the set {1, 2, 3}, and we follow the standard function orthography in which the rightmost function is done first. The notation (123) is cycle notation for the permutation 1 → 2 → 3 → 1. For any set X, the left action of Σ 3 on the Cartesian product X 3 is
When X = Z 12 , this left action of Σ 3 on Z 12 × Z 12 × Z 12 arises from the left action of Σ 3 on the standard column vector basis {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 } via
In this way, the 3 × 3 matrix P σ corresponding to σ has columns e σ1 e σ2 e σ3 . See for instance [12, 
For example, for σ = (1 2 3), we have σ(
For readability, we always just write σ for P σ when the context is clear. No confusion between cycles (1 2 3) and vectors (1, 2, 3) can arise, because cycles have no commas, while vectors have commas.
Permutations were incorporated into neo-Riemannian duality in [16] .
3.8. The group Σ 3 , J is Σ 3 J . We state here results concerning Σ 3 , J = Σ 3 J and the stability of the J -centralizer under permutation conjugation, but recapitulate this entire subsection with proofs in section SM4 of the Supplementary Material file.
Conjugation by elements of Σ 3 permutes the generators U , V , and W .
Proposition 3.8.1. Recall the standard left action on 3-tuples from section 3.7, and recall the notation J 1,2 , J 2,3 , and J 3,1 for U , V , and W in section 3.1. The lower part of Figure 5 provides a transformational network for these six voicings with two readings. The outer labels (12)P LP and (12)L denote two contextual transformations which form a flip-flop cycle through hexatonic chords, different from the cycle (1) but using the same chords. The inner label ρ on the arrows stands for any of the four elements of Σ 3 J that provide a cyclic orbit along these six voicings. These four elements are displayed in the center of the lower part of Figure 5 . To find the four linear transformations with this cyclic orbit, we recall Theorem 3.3.2(5) and use the first three sequence elements (see Figure 5 ) to produce a system of two equations in two unknowns: U (3, 7, 10) + m(10 − 3) + n(10 − 7) = (6, 2, 11), U (2, 6, 11) + m(11 − 2) + n(11 − 6) = (11, 7, 2) .
Notice that the output chords are in the T /I-class of the input, but need to be reordered by permutation (12) to match the sequence. The two equations reduce to 4m = 8 and n = 1+3m, so the solutions are m 2 5 8 11 n 7 4 1 10 , and the elements of Σ 3 J with orbit the extrapolated Grail sequence are
16 Whenever there are more than three voices, one may nevertheless try to extract an underlying model in three voices. In some situations it is interesting to simply omit the bass. Over pedals and also over bass lines consisting of chord roots, one sometimes observes that the upper voices follow their own mechanics or logics. This latter situation is the case in this example. It would also apply to the celebrated RL-cycle in Beethoven's 9th Symphony (2nd Movement, measures 143-176). Figure 5 . The two musical staves show a hexatonic extrapolation of alternating root position major triads and first inversion minor triads beginning with the first four chords in the harmonization of the Grail motive. The top musical staff depicts Clampitt's [4] reduction of the Grail motive in Wagner's Parsifal, Act 3, measures 1098-1100. The second staff depicts our hexatonic extrapolation of the first four chords, which flip-flops between P LP and L. The hexagonal network provides a transformational analysis of this extrapolation. The outer labels (12)P LP and (12)L denote two contextual transformations between the chosen voicings (i.e., root position major triads and first inversion minor triads). The inner label ρ stands for any of the four elements of Σ3 J that provide a cyclic orbit along these six voicings. The normal forms of these group elements are depicted in the center of the network.
4.2.
Recalcitrant viola in Schoenberg, String Quartet in D minor, op. 7. We revisit an analysis of a triadic sequence in Schoenberg, String Quartet in D minor, op. 7 by Fiore, Noll, and Satyendra [17] . Our group J affords us a more economical description, allowing us to replace both (13)P and (13)R by (13)V . We also complement the work of [17] to include two final 3-pitch-class sequences in the viola using (13)L, which we promptly also replace by (13)V . We use the term segment to refer to 3-note sequences such as (1, 6, 10) , et cetera.
The first nine consonant triadic segments of Figure 6a form a complete enchained octa-tonic P R-cycle (the transformations P and R are defined via local conjugation of standard dualistic P and R by permutations; see section 2). The G -segment in ordering (1, 6, 10) in the ninth position does not actually occur in the score, as we indicate with a dotted line and question mark. Instead, the G -segment appears in ordering (10, 1, 6) , as the final viola notes. The penultimate segment b in voicing (5, 10, 1), after the P R-cycle, does not belong to the octatonic P R-cycle, but instead stands in an L-relationship to the final G -segment, which in turn stands in a P -relationship to the preceding f . In Figure 6b we map the triadic segments as an enchained octatonic P R-cycle and an implied enchained hexatonic P L-cycle. The final G pitch-class set {6, 10, 1}, common to both cycles, is at the bottom of both cycles in its two relevant voicings. In Figure 6b , all the arrows have two labels: (13)V and one of (13)P , (13)L, (13)R. The two labels illustrate how the single transformation (13)V offers a more economical description than the other three together. The transformation (13)V is equal to RICH, retrograde inversion enchaining. All consonant cycles for RICH were determined in Table 1 on page 113 of [16] . See Straus [29] for some analyses involving RICH, one of which we revisited in the motivational Problembeispiel in section 1.2.
4.3. Affine morphisms of generalized interval systems. Our determination of the centralizer of J in the monoid Aff(3, Z 12 ) in Proposition 3.6.1 is relevant for constructing morphisms of generalized interval systems, as we very briefly indicate with a few examples.
Consider again the first nine consonant triads indicated in Figure 6a and in the outer ring of Figure 6b . The image of these interlocking consonant triads under the affine endomorphism x → 7x+7 of Z 12 sends interlocking major/minor triads to interlocking "jet/shark" trichords, 17 as in Figure 15 of the paper of Fiore, Noll, and Satyendra [17] . A "jet" trichord is any transposition of {2, 1, 5}, and a "shark" trichord is any inversion of {2, 1, 5}. The outer (1, 6, 10)-ring of Figure 6b is mapped to its (2, 1, 5)-analogue via the affine map x → 7x + 7 in such a way that each of the relevant squares commutes; see Figure 15 of [17] . The present paper contributes the observation that both the consonant (1, 6, 10)-cycle and the nonconsonant (2, 1, 5)-cycle (not pictured) are labelled by the single transformation (13)V and this transformation commutes with x → 7x + 7 by Proposition 3.6.1. Moreover, since (13)V maps root position triads to root position triads by Proposition 3.9.1, we know that the instantiation (13)V of RICH is an element of H, the setwise stabilizer in Σ 3 J of root position triads. 18 The transformation (13)V is RICH for all 3-tuples. Notice that not only do we have an economy of description in the sense of only a single transformation (13)V for both the consonant (1, 6, 10)-cycle and the nonconsonant (2, 1, 5)-cycle, but we also have the exact enchaining of consecutive chords, all in H.
The musical interest in the image of the consonant (1, 6, 10)-cycle under the affine transformation x → 7x + 7 is that the image provides pitch-class segment material for other passages in the piece, including the opening theme in measures 1 and 2. See Figure 3 of [17] for measure numbers of other passages with fragments of the affine image. Proposition 3.6.1 applies not only to invertible affine transformations like x → 7x + 7 in the preceding paragraphs, but also to noninvertible affine transformations such as x → 10x in Figure 15 of [17] . Thus, Proposition 3.6.1 provides the mathematical justification for such instances of morphisms of simply transitive groups actions and morphisms of their associated generalized interval systems. See section 2 of [17] for a development of such morphisms. Another example of a morphism is x − 2 in Figure 3 of the Webern Problembeispiel.
Section 4.5 is dedicated to an example where these ideas are applied to the space Z
×3
7 of generic scale degree triples rather than the space Z ×3 12 of specific pitch class triples. Section 4.4 introduces this switch from specific to generic coordinates on the basis of yet another musically interesting example.
4.4. Diatonic falling fifth sequence as a cycle. Diatonic fifth sequences are one of the most common musical patterns in all of tonal music. Most readers have surely heard this pattern. We next describe how a certain diatonic falling fifth sequence can be be described as the orbit of a single transformation in Σ 3 J (Z 7 ).
The Structure Theorem 3.3.2 and most of this entire paper are formulated for Z 12 because of the main application to the 12 tone system. However, the Structure Theorem 3.3.2 has analogues for Z as explained in Remark 3.3.3. Particularly interesting is = 7 because Z 7 models the diatonic pitch collection. We encode the underlying set of the C-major scale as
. . , and finally B ↔ 6.
A diatonic falling fifth sequence is encoded as in Figure 7 . To find a linear transformation with this orbit, we recall Theorem 3.3.2(5) and use the first three sequence elements to produce a system of two equations in two unknowns.
Notice that the output chords are in the T /I-class of the input, but need to be reordered by permutation (12) to match the sequence. The solution is m = 3 and n = 0, so the linear transformation in Σ 3 J (Z 7 ) with orbit the diatonic falling fifth sequence is
Notice that we only used the Structure Theorem 3.3.2 for J (Z 7 ) as justified by Remark 3.3.3 (for both odd and even ). We did not use Proposition 3.4.1, which makes a distinction between odd and even , nor did we use Propositions 3.5.1 and 3.6.1, which use the specific structure of Z 12 .
This single example may only serve as a teaser for an extended study examining the applicability of voicing transformations to a variety of generic diatonic sequences of triads in three or even four voices. It is interesting, for example, to also follow Yust's approach in [32] to the modelling of the upper three voices in a rising diatonic fifth sequence in the transition (measures 54-60) of Schubert, String Quartet No. 15 in G major, D. 887, op. 161.
4.5.
A transformational idea of Joseph Schillinger revisited. The composer and teacher Joseph Schillinger (1895 Schillinger ( -1943 ) is one of the early pioneers of transformational thinking in musical composition. He utilized affine transformations in pitch and rhythm. And, in particular, he proposed the expansion and contraction of musical pitch, both in the specific pitch class domain Z 12 as well as in the generic scale degree domain Z 7 . In Book 2: Theory of Pitch Scales (p. 138) of the posthumously published Schillinger System of Musical Composition [28] there is a discussion of melodies, which-from a transformational perspective-can be viewed as results of a first expansion, i.e., an augmentation by factor 2 mod 7. Schillinger argues that the (re-)contraction of the melody may provide new material while it preserves thematic continuity at the same time. He recommends to utilize the transformed thematic motives in the introduction or in interludes.
As an aside he mentions that the processes of expanding and contracting music often leads to startling discoveries and illustrates this statement with a comparison of Vincent Youmann's Without a Song and Nicolai Rimsky-Korsakov's Hymn to the Sun (from Act II of his opera Coq d'Or). A slight elaboration of this observation is presented in Figure 8 .
Both melodies possess a model-sequence structure. In the Hymn to the Sun the sequence repeats the model one scale degree lower. It deviates in a single note (indicated by a star) from the model. In Without a Song the sequence repeats the model two scale degrees lower. In order to illustrate the match of both melodies up to augmentation/contraction we have encoded their scale degrees in such a way that the last note of the model corresponds to the scale degree 0 mod 7 in both cases, i.e., C for Hymn to the Sun and E for Without a Song. In the spirit of the present article we added a transformational analysis of the 10-note melodic models themselves. These melodies have been covered by all consecutive 3-note segments, which we regard as elements of Z ×3 7 . Both melodies exemplify the same transformational structure: except for the permutation (13) between segments 2 and 3 there is the RICHtransformation which connects all other consecutive pairs of segments: The permutation (13) between segments 2 and 3 corresponds to the change of melodic direction, so that the break in the transformational analysis coincides with the break in the melodic contour. Note that in contrast to section 4.2 the RICH transform (13)V in the present example acts on triples of scale degrees rather than triples of pitch classes. Figure 8 . Transformational network inspired by an argument of Joseph Schillinger on melodic expansion. The two back rows of the diagram are the bracketed 3-note segments of Rimsky-Korsakov's Hymn to the Sun. In this mod 7 diagram, 0 corresponds to the last note of the respective initial melody, so 0 = C in the back two rows, and (2, 2, 3) in the top back row corresponds to E, E, F . The front two rows are the bracketed 3-note segments of Youmann's Without a Song, so 0 = E there, and (4, 4, 6) in the top front row corresponds to B , B , D. The transformation M2 is multiplication by 2, and is indicated between the staves in blue at an angle to match its appearance in the diagram. The horizontal squares commute by Proposition 3.6.1.
4.6. Recovering P LR-T /I-duality and a special case of the duality theorem of Fiore and Satyendra. The centralizer results of sections 3.5 and 3.6 and the normal form action in Theorem 3.3.2(5) allow us to recover the classical P LR-T /I-duality recalled in section 2 and duality for trichords containing a generator for Z 12 (a special case of an earlier result of Fiore and Satyendra [18] ). Theorem 4.6.1. Suppose (x, y, z) ∈ Z ×3 12 is such that z − x is a generator of Z 12 . Then the restrictions of U, U V and T /I to the T /I-orbit of (x, y, z) are a Lewin dual pair of groups. That is, they each act simply transitively on the orbit and are centralizers of each other in the respective symmetric group.
If we assume the difference z − y is a generator, instead of assuming z − x is a generator, then we have a similar statement for U, U W in place of U, U V .
Proof. Since z − x is a generator of Z 12 , the T /I-orbit has 24 elements and simple transitivity of the 24-element T /I-group follows from the Orbit-Stabilizer Theorem. From Structure Theorem 3.3.2(5) we see that U, U V also acts transitively on the T /I-orbit and has order 24, so U, U V also acts simply transitively. By Propositions 3.5.1 and 3.6.1, U, U V and T /I commute. By Proposition 3.8 of [2] , simple transitivity on a finite set and commutativity together imply that the groups centralize one another.
Conclusion.
To finish up, we may now return to our Webern Problembeispiel in section 1.2. In Figure 3 we saw how to interpret the exact sequences in the Webern piece using the permutation (13) and a voicing reflection V . This motivated us to determine in the Structure Theorem 3.3.2 the structure of the group J generated by the voicing reflections U , V , and W , and to determine in Proposition 3.8.2 the structure of Σ 3 , J . We further understood Σ 3 J in section 3.9 through some special subgroups and their triadic orbits. Our determination of the centralizer of J in GL(3, Z 12 ) and Aff(3, Z 12 ) in Propositions 3.5.1 and 3.6.1 guaranteed that x − 2 in Figure 3 is a morphism of generalized interval systems. Further examples of morphisms are in section 4.3, and special cases of known duality theorems also follow from the aforementioned centralizers. Our group Σ 3 J allows us to sometimes turn alternating cycles into orbits of a single transformation, as we did with the Grail motive in section 4.1, some triadic networks in Schoenberg's String Quartet in D minor, and the diatonic falling fifth sequence. Another application of Structure Theorem 3.3.2 is in our follow-up paper [15] : we characterize a new representation of Hook's uniform triadic transformation group U as the subgroup H of Σ 3 J that maps root position consonant triads to root position consonant triads.
